MINIMIZING RISKS.
IMPROVING OPERATIONS.
The New Standard
Obtaining accurate measurements on "high-risk, high-value"
dimensional loads is critical for safe transport. This task used to be
extremely difficult, dangerous and time consuming.
Our SafeLoad laser system is the first portable, laser-based,
measurement and documentation product designed specifically
for the dimensional load transportation industry. SafeLoad has
been implemented throughout the USA by Class I & II railroads,
transportation firms, equipment manufacturers and a major
university.
§ One person
§ No climbing
§ Higher accuracy
§ Higher efficiency
§ Digital clearance forms
§ Photographic documentation
§ Automatic profile plotting
§ Automatic file transfers
§ Real-time dashboard
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Manual Measuring
Challenges
Measuring a dimensional "high-wide" load with manual
tools such as plumb bobs, carpenter levels and tape
measures presents many challenges related to safety,
accuracy and efficiency.
This method often requires multiple people and the
need to either climb on the load itself, or access
from ladders and man lifts, making this important job
inherently dangerous.
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CONFIDENCE IN
CLEARANCE
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Designed From the Rail Up
SafeLoad was developed specifically for measuring
dimensional loads and for use by mechanical inspectors.
The measurement methodology and components of the
system have been designed to work together to enable
safe, accurate and efficient load measurement.

Specialized Hardware
The specialized task of measuring dimensional loads
resulted in the development of the patent pending TRT™
(Track Reference Target).
The TRT's provide a precise height reference to the top of
rails, reducing significant errors caused by uneven track
and car lean.

Exclusive Software
SafeLoad software provides an easy to use interface that
guides an inspector through the load documentation and
laser measurement process.
After measuring, the automated report includes the
load measurements, photographic documentation,
administrative and inspector information. The report can
also be electronically transferred directly from the job site
to the clearance department.

A Standard Procedure
The SafeLoad measurement workflow establishes a
standard operating procedure throughout the railroad
industry.
Our 3 day certification course, combines classroom
instruction and hands-on field exercises to fully prepare
inspectors to utilize SafeLoad.
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NO CLIMBING.
NO MATHEMATICAL ERRORS.
INSTANT RESULTS.
UNPRECEDENTED ACCURACY.

Every High-Wide Load
Begins Here
Whether you’re measuring with a tape measure
or an exclusive SafeLoad® laser system, our
easy-to-use interface starts at the Home screen,
where you can create a new report, resume a
report or view previously completed reports.
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Digital Clearance Forms
Fast and efficient entry of industry standard
car and load information. Drop lists with predefined selections in many fields, reduces errors,
provides consistency and eliminates legibility
issues.

Photo Documentation
An important step of the SafeLoad workflow utilizes the integrated
camera of the ruggedized tablet computer to capture photographic
documentation of the car and the load.
All photos are automatically incorporated into the final report,
providing valuable information regarding securement and condition
of the load at time of inspection.

Instant Results
Simply point to the location that requires a measurement, and with
a single push of a button, SafeLoad provides instant results with no
post-processing.
Many error sources such as uneven track, are reduced or
eliminated by our measurement method.

Guided Workflow
On-screen guidance ensures proper orientation of the laser to the
load.
Embedded quality control steps helps to ensure accuracy and
consistency, not only across a railroad's network, but across the
entire industry.

Automatic Report
Generation
At the end of the measurement process, a
detailed clearance report is automatically
generated, which includes all manually
entered data, measured data, photographs,
composite clearance profile and more.
In addition to the PDF report, an XML file of
the data is generated for automatic import
into railroad clearance systems.
Automatic transfer of the report data is
enabled by the optional SafeLoad Sync
upgrade.
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NEW

» HARDWARE UPGRADES
» SOFTWARE UPGRADES
» CLOUD SERVICES
» UPGRADE SUBSCRIPTION MODEL

Clearing dimensional loads is serious
business.
We continue to make it easier...

Optional Premium Features

New upgrades and new services to maximize your SafeLoad
investment.
We are pleased to announce new features that will further enhance the overall process of measuring and clearing
dimensional loads. Combined, these new features bring a level of accuracy, safety, efficiency, reporting and visibility
never before possible.

NEW Measuring Hardware:
COMPACT REFERENCE TARGET (CRT) KIT*
The CRT provides a fast setup and lightweight option to the standard “TRT Without Arm” scenario. Use this kit when both
rails can be seen from the initial laser setup. This kit reduces the amount of equipment to carry and setup time. Includes (4)
rail targets, (2) car targets and a carrying case.
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* Optional upgrade feature

NEW SafeLoad® Software Features
AUTOMATED PROFILE PLOTTING*
Real-time profile plotting and automatic mirroring during the measuring process
provides a visualization to the inspector. This helps to ensure all critical locations are
measured.
Inspectors and Clearance managers benefit from seeing the actual measured profile,
along with the resulting, mirrored profile, allowing for better and faster transportation
decisions.

SAFELOAD SYNC *
Eliminate manual data entry, emailing or faxing of clearance reports. SafeLoad

Sync provides automated data transfers directly from the job site. At the end of
the measurement process, the report is automatically transferred to a pre-defined
location.

NEW Cloud Services: SafeLoad Dashboard
REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT MONITORING*
The dashboard gives office personnel a real-time view of what’s being measured on
the job site. Each time a SafeLoad session is started, a measurement panel
is populated, providing a real-time view of the results. The inspector’s name,
contact information, location, car ID and commodity is provided, to enable direct
communication if necessary.

HIGH-WIDE ANALYTICS*
The dynamic and interactive SmartMap provides a complete view of your high-wide
measurement activities. Easily view and query critical information such as SafeLoad
usage analytics, identify where certain commodities are being measured, access
archived measurement reports and much more. The analytics SmartMap provides
valuable data for Clearance, Mechanical and Sales & Marketing teams. Your data is
secure and delivered through Amazon Web Services (AWS).

ONLINE REVIEW, TESTING AND COMPLIANCE MONITORING
PLAN*
Reduce risk and exposure, through a custom designed Enterprise upgrade bundle
that establishes corporate standards, e-training, testing, evaluation and ongoing
compliance monitoring to help ensure employees follow best practices and safety,
when measuring high-value, high-risk dimensional loads.

SafeLoad Dashboard is an upcoming feature - actual screen views may vary from those shown above.
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NEW

» VIEW YOUR HIGH-WIDE

REAL-TIME DATA.

» BUSINESS LIKE NEVER BEFORE.

REAL-TIME MEASUREMENT
MONITORING

HIGH-WIDE ANALYTICS

Faster, More Confident Clearance Approvals.
Successful transport of high-wide loads that are commonly worth millions of dollars requires accuracy,
efficiency and close coordination at every step. Our upcoming SafeLoad Dashboard expands the capabilities
of the SafeLoad measurement platform, by providing unprecedented connection between the office and the
job site.
SafeLoad Dashboard provides a variety of resources to clear loads faster, with higher accuracy, efficiency and
confidence.
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REAL-TIME DECISIONS.

ONLINE TRAINING & INSPECTOR
COMPLIANCE MONITORING

SafeLoad Dashboard is an upcoming feature - actual screen views may vary from those shown above.

Announcing SafeLoad Dashboard
A 360° VIEW OF YOUR HIGH-WIDE BUSINESS.
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NEW

»» VERSION: (USE WITHOUT A LASER)

NOT READY FOR A FULL
LASER SYSTEM YET?
Keep your tape measure and plumb
bob, but ditch the paper forms.

Lite
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Leica Geosystems | Better data. Better decisions.

SafeLoad Lite Now Available

BETTER DATA. BETTER DECISIONS.

Easily enter your manual measurements and get the
advantages of the SafeLoad digital format.

Photographic documentation of the load

The SafeLoad platform has revolutionized the difficult task of
measuring high-wide loads. Now, you can empower your
inspectors to provide better data when measuring with manual

Fast, easy & legible data entry

tools.
SafeLoad Lite makes paper forms obsolete by providing tools
and visualizations to help inspectors increase efficiency and
accuracy.

BENEFITS:
Work in the rain with ruggedized tablet computer
Fast data entry
Eliminates handwriting legibility issues
Provides photographic documentation of the load

Manually enter measurements and see automatic
profile plotting

Automatic profile plotting for load visualization
Automatic clearance reports
Automatic data transfers with SafeLoad Sync
Fully compatible with upcoming SafeLoad Dashboard Standard
software platform with or without a laser
Fully upgradeable to laser system - protects your investment
Easy to use
Low monthly subscription

View measured profile, mirrored profile and resulting
profile before leaving the job site.
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Be Captivated.
Revolutionizing the world of measurement and survey for nearly 200
years, Leica Geosystems creates complete solutions for professionals
across the planet. Known for premier products and innovative solution
development, professionals in a diverse mix of industries, such
as aerospace and defense, safety and security, construction, and
manufacturing, trust Leica Geosystems for all their geospatial needs.
With precise and accurate instruments, sophisticated software, and
dependable services, Leica Geosystems delivers value every day to
those shaping the future of our world.
Leica Geosystems is part of Hexagon (Nasdaq Stockholm: HEXA B;
hexagon.com), a leading global provider of information technologies
that drive quality and productivity improvements across geospatial and
industrial enterprise applications.

Leica Geosystems
5051 Peachtree Corners Circle
Suite #250
Norcross, GA 30092
USA
www.leica-geosystems.us

